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LOCAL CLIENTS CHOOSE TELEVISION OVER OTHER MEDIA
ADVERTISER NEWS 
  PepsiCo’s fiscal second-quarter earnings beat analysts’ 
expectations as sales of Cheetos and other salty snacks 
continued to offset its slumping soft drinks business. The 
maker of Pepsi, Gatorade, Mountain Dew and Tropicana 
said yesterday that sales volume declined for its North 
American beverage unit in the second quarter. CEO 
Indra Nooyi last quarter placed the blame for slowing 

sales on Coca-Cola’s increased spending on 
advertising. PepsiCo’s net revenue rose 2.4 
percent to $16.09 billion, of which $5.19 billion 
came from its beverage business and beat Wall 
Street expectations. The company said that it 
will increase the marketing budget behind Pepsi 
going into the second half of the year... CNBC 
reports that Walmart’s Jet.com is testing same-
day grocery delivery in New York. The company 
will open a fulfillment center in the Bronx for Jet.

com, the e-commerce start-up it acquired roughly two years 
ago. It’ll serve as the base for the delivery of goods like 
groceries and Apple electronics... The Fresh Market will 
close 15 underperforming stores following an analysis of its 
174-store footprint. The closures will happen in nine states: 
Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, North Carolina, New 
Hampshire, Tennessee, Virginia and Wisconsin. The move 
follows The Fresh Market’s decision earlier this year to halt 
new store growth and focus on its existing locations, says 
retaildive.com... Automotive News says Italy’s Juventus 
Football Club SpA is paying more than $130 million to 
nab star player Cristiano Ronaldo from the Real Madrid 
Football Club. Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, whose Jeep 
logo is plastered across the chests of Juventus’ black-and-
white-striped jerseys, could get a huge advertising boost 
in the deal. If Ronaldo can lead Juventus to the UEFA 
Champions League finals, the media exposure for that 
one year will be worth about $58.3 million, according to 
Eric Smallwood, president of Apex Marketing Group Inc. 
That would be quite a return on the $20 million Fiat Chrysler 
pays each year for its Juventus sponsorship, according to 
SportsPro... Supermarket News reports that Kroger has 
unveiled the apparel private brand it plans to launch in the 
fall. Called Dip, the exclusive clothing line was developed by 
fashion designer Joe Mimran and will be sold at more than 
300 Fred Meyer and Kroger Marketplace large-format 
stores. Dip will include apparel for women, men, juniors, 
children and babies. Kroger said the apparel brand is 
intended to “help busy, on-the-go people live with style and 
get the most out of their fashion dollar” by offering flexible 
collections that make it easy for customers to assemble 
outfits or clothe an entire family... Southwest Airlines will 
stop serving peanuts on its flights this summer, nixing a 
snack that has been nearly synonymous with the carrier 
itself. The airline says it’s making the change to help protect 
passengers who have severe peanut allergies.

BROADCAST, CABLE TV TOP DIGITAL SPENDING
  Digital may have more buzz than television in 2018, but 
both broadcast and cable TV are leading where it really 
matters. Each gets far more ad dollars, on average, from 
local advertisers than any form of online media.
  Borrell Associates’ annual survey of small- and medium-
sized businesses in local markets across the U.S. shows they 
spend an average of $176,105 on broadcast TV each year, 
far outpacing all other marketing options. Local 
cable TV advertising ranks second, capturing 
slightly more than a third of what broadcast does. 
Borrell found local clients allocated an average of 
$68,123 to cable TV spots each year.
  The survey also says local advertisers are 
spending $10,236 on average to market via 
video advertising online. Some of that total is 
likely going to local TV and cable operators, 
who are increasingly offering digital video 
options to clients. Overall, the TV data doesn’t need much 
interpretation, said firm president Gordon Borrell. “It takes 
a lot of cash,” he said.
  The best-performing online platform is search engine 
marketing. The survey shows local clients spent $64,235 
on average in that area. Borrell said search marketing may 
not require a big investment of dollars, but it does require 
a “great deal of frequency” to work, and that’s helped push 
search into third place. Direct mail ($40,254) and radio 
($39,860) round out the top five. Social media advertising, 
which gets a lot of attention, weighs in at a relatively low 
$6,498, according to the survey.
  The biggest opportunity for television may be the large 
number of local small- and medium-sized businesses that 
say they’re not using broadcast or cable TV to market 
goods and services. Borrell said just 23 percent of local 
advertisers spend money on broadcast TV, and 18 percent 
buy cable TV spots.
  Television has long faced criticism that it’s just too 
expensive for some clients, and Borrell said that’s still the 
biggest hurdle for sales reps looking to strike a deal. But 
the data suggests the industry may not be doing enough 
to strike online deals that could be viewed as a cheaper 
alternative for cash-strapped clients. The survey found that 
just 27 percent of local advertisers buy streaming video ads, 
and that may be a way to pull new dollars into the medium.
  On a recent webinar, Borrell said the firm’s research 
has shown that a lot of newspaper advertisers are using 
video advertising. And nearly a third are cutting newspaper 
spending to do so. So rather than disrupt broadcast TV or 
cable, digital video is luring more dollars from newspapers, 
yellow pages and radio.
  The findings are based on Borrell Associates’ annual 
survey of local businesses. This year, 1,165 small- and 
medium-sized advertisers took part between April and July.  
The firm will release its full survey to subscribers next week.
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NETWORK NEWS
  Preliminary ratings and viewership numbers from Monday 
put ABC’s The Bachelorette on top during a night when 
President Trump held a primetime news conference to 
reveal his Supreme Court nominee, disrupting regular 
schedules. The president’s announcement of Brett 
Kavanaugh began at 9 PM (ET) and ran for just over 
20 minutes on ABC, CBS, NBC and FOX. That led to 
overruns on The Bachelorette and other shows through 
the evening. Bachelorette peaked at 5.82 million viewers, 
with NBC’s American Ninja Warrior seeing viewership as 
high as 4.92 million. Early numbers from 
the SCOTUS coverage have ABC in the 
lead with 5.42 million tuning in at 9 PM, 
followed by NBC (4.83 million), CBS (3.15 
million), and FOX (1.74 million). Among 
shows that weren’t affected by the press 
conference, FOX’s So You Think You 
Can Dance (0.7 rating in 18-49 demo, 
2.72 million viewers) was up slightly. The 
CW aired originals at 8 and 9 PM: Penn 
& Teller: Fool Us (0.3, 1.27 million) and 
Whose Line Is It Anyway? (0.3, 1.15 
million), were both even with the previous week… There’s 
no more Thursday Night Football on CBS this fall, but 
The Big Bang Theory and spinoff Young Sheldon will 
again kick off the network’s premiere week rollout. Their 
new seasons will begin Monday, Sept. 24th at 8 PM and 
8:30 PM (ET). Deadline says CBS is using its biggest 
comedy series to help launch its revamped Monday lineup. 
Big Bang and Young Sheldon are expected to provide a 
strong boost for the network’s Magnum P.I. reboot in the 
9 PM slot, followed by the relocated Bull at 10 PM. CBS 
will offer a double serving of Big Bang and Young Sheldon 
during premiere week: The comedies also will air originals 
in their regular Thursday 8 PM and 8:30 PM time periods. 
That will lead to the season premiere of Mom at 9 PM 
and the debut of the network’s Murphy Brown revival at 
9:30 PM. You can find the complete lineup HERE… ABC 
is airing a two-night documentary that’s sure to pique the 
interest of watchers of the British royal family. The Story of 
the Royals debuts Wednesday, August 22nd at 9 PM (ET) 
and concludes with Part Two the following night. ABC says 
the prime-time production, which spans four hours over 
the two nights, “will explore pivotal moments in the crown’s 
history beginning with a simple question: How exactly did 
we get here?” It’s presented by ABC, PEOPLE and Four M 
Studios. It’s produced for the network by Four M Studios 
and Maggievision Productions. Maura Mandt serves 
as executive producer, with Rebecca Gitlitz directing… 
Roseanne Barr has apparently called on audible about 
being interviewed on television. Earlier this week she 
announced that an interview would be happening, and she 
promised to reveal the relevant details yesterday. Now she 
says via Twitter that she’ll film her own interview. In a case 
of interesting timing, she made the post on Monday night at 
9:01 PM (ET)—just as President Trump was announcing 
his nominee for the U.S. Supreme Court to replace retiring 
Associate Justice Anthony Kennedy. Barr lost her hit 
rebooted ABC series several weeks ago after a racist Tweet 
that targeted a former Obama Administration aide. ABC 
has since announced a Roseanne spinoff, The Conners.

AVAILS
  KIII, Corpus Christi, TX is looking for a driven, solutions-
based Local Sales Manager. The LSM must be an 
effective motivator and innovative thinker working with a 
team comprised of our Local AEs and Account Managers. 
We want someone with a proven history of growing revenue 
for both television and digital, developing a strong sales 
team through mentoring and executing special projects. 
Minimum of 3 years of successful local TV or media sales 
experience and/or creative digital required.  CLICK HERE 
for more info or to apply.

  WAVY-TV10/WVBT FOX 43, Vir-
ginia, has an immediate opening for 
a Research Director.  This person is 
responsible for overseeing, analyzing 
and maintaining all research informa-
tion and functions from Nielsen, Kantar, 
Marshall Marketing, ComScore, Wide 
Orbit Media Sales and other tools that 
support and enhance the sales and 
marketing effectiveness of our brands 
in the marketplace. Minimum of 2-3 
years of research experience prefer-

ably inside a local television station sales department re-
quired. To be considered for this position, qualified appli-
cants must APPLY HERE. No calls. EOE/M/F/V/D.
   NewsChannel 8 (D.C.) is seeking enthusiastic, highly 
motivated Marketing Consultants who can connect with 
clients and help them achieve their business objectives 
through effective TV and digital 
advertising. The ideal candidate will 
possess excellent communication 
skills, have an enthusiastic and 
outgoing personality, along with a drive to succeed. Most 
importantly - we are looking for a hard-working salespeople 
who want to have FUN at work, make money, and help 
local businesses grow. CLICK HERE to apply or learn 
more about this position, or to apply now. EOE.

STREAMING PROVIDES AD SPENDING BOOST
 MediaPost says video streaming services dramatically 
increased national TV ad spending in the first half of 
this year. Behind the surge was highly viewed sports 
programming like the Winter Olympics.
  National TV revenues were up 75 percent to $376.3 
million from $214.6 million from New Year’s Day to July 
5th. That’s according to iSpot.tv.
  Nearly 71,000 airings of television commercials for video 
streaming services aired this year. That’s up from 62,608 
the year before.
  Among the big spenders so far in 2018: DirecTV Now 
($103.1 million), Hulu ($90.2 million), Netflix ($57 million), 
Amazon Prime Video ($34.7 million), Sling TV ($33.7 
million), Amazon Fire TV ($32.1 million), and YouTube 
TV ($24.3 million).
  Major networks that have gained from video streaming 
adS include NBC ($92.8 million, thanks to the 2018 Winter 
Olympics and the Super Bowl), CBS ($32.5 million), ABC 
($28.3 million), TNT ($25 million), and TBS ($23.9 million).
  Other than the Olympics and Super Bowl, big media buys 
included the NCAA men’s basketball tournament, NFL 
football, NBA basketball, and NHL hockey.
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Jimmy Fallon

Scientists say drinking beer 
after a workout can make 

your next workout more dif-
ficult. So do the smart thing, 

and don’t work out.

https://www.cbs.com/shows/cbs-fall-preview-2018/news/1008633/the-cbs-fall-2018-19-tv-premiere-schedule-has-us-pumped-for-primetime/
https://www.jobs.net/jobs/tegna/en-us/job/United-States/Local-Sales-Manager/J3Q27Q69K41VLT4KFPW/
https://corporatecareers-nexstar.icims.com
https://sbgtvcareers.silkroad.com/
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THOSE BUNDLES ARE GETTING MORE EXPENSIVE
  A report from Axios says digital content bundles that 
Americans are using in place of cable packages are raising 
prices as they grow and as consumers become attached to 
the services.
  It’s also worth pointing out that these packages aren’t likely 
to get any cheaper: Despite their rising popularity, there’s 
currently little regulation in regards to pricing, consolidation 
and distribution fees. In other words, there’s little to protect 
consumers from long-term price inflation.
  The report notes that regulators seldom intervene to stop 
price hikes for traditional Pay-TV service 
providers, which are seeing an exodus 
of consumers. Meanwhile, pricing fights 
between distributors and content creators 
are becoming commonplace and have 
led to a record number of programming 
blackouts for consumers.
  There are numerous examples of 
digital multichannel video programming 
distributors (dMVPDs)—skinny bundle 
packages with live programming—that 
have recently raised prices of digital TV 
subscription fees. Among them: AT&T’s DirecTV Now, 
which has raised the price of its starter plan by $5 monthly; 
Sony’s Playstation Vue, which hiked the price for all its 
multi-channel plans; Dish’s Sling TV, which is raising the 
base price of its core packaging from $20 to $25 monthly; 
and YouTube TV said it will raise its subscription from $35 
to $40 per month after adding Turner programming.
  The biggest SVODs, including Netflix and Amazon, 
are also getting into the act. Amazon raised its monthly 
subscription in April, and Netflix hiked subscription fees 
from $11.99 to $13.99 per month in October—nearly double 
the $7.99 monthly fee from 2014.

COMCAST EYES BUYERS FOR FOX RSNS
  Comcast is lining up potential buyers for 21st Century 
Fox’s regional sports networks. That’s according to 
Reuters, citing people familiar with the matter. The move 
by Comcast comes as the cable giant tries to ease antitrust 
concerns about a new bid to acquire most of Fox’s assets.
  The report says Comcast hopes that preparing now for 
such divestitures will ease Fox’s concerns over potential 
antitrust risks and boost its chances of a successful bid. 
Fox has already agreed to a $71 billion cash-and-stock deal 
with Walt Disney.
  Comcast made a $65 billion all-cash offer for the assets 
last month, but Disney followed with its higher bid. Comcast 
is said to be talking to private equity firms, including 
Apollo Global Management and Blackstone Group, 
to gauge interest in acquiring the RSNs. It’s possible a 
telecommunications or media company might also express 
interest in purchasing the networks, sources told Reuters.
  Last month the federal government signed off on Disney’s 
acquisition of the Fox assets, but asked Disney (the owner 
of sports powerhouse ESPN) to divest the 22 regional sports 
networks on antitrust grounds. Reuters quoted sources as 
saying those RSNs could be worth as much as $20 billion.
  Comcast has been stocking up on live sports content. It’s 
popular with advertisers because large audiences watch 
the events in real time and can’t skip the commercials.

TOYOTA UNVEILS CAR-SHARING VIA APP
  Bloomberg reports that Toyota has launched a Honolulu 
car-sharing service that lets customers use smartphones to 
unlock and start cars for rent. It’s the latest service offered 
by an automaker that competes with ride-hailing and rental-
car companies.
  Hui, pronounced “hooey” (which means “group” in 
Hawaiian), was developed with local distributor Servco 
Pacific. It uses a Toyota platform that tracks and analyzes 
who uses car-sharing and when. Toyota says it will use the 
data to better manage its supply of vehicles.

  Prices start at $9.95 an hour or $79.60 
a day, including gasoline and insurance. 
Customers can reserve and rent a 
Toyota Prius, Lexus RX 350 or another 
model at one of 25 parking stations for 
round-trip use.
  The move puts Toyota on the same 
playing field as rivals Daimler AG’s 
Car2Go and General Motors’ Maven 
in offering a service that competes with 
traditional taxis, ride-hailing services 
like Uber and rental-car companies like 

Hertz. “The program is simple to use and more convenient 
than a traditional car-rental service,’’ Zack Hicks, CEO of 
Toyota Connected North America, is quoted as saying. 
The largest Japanese automaker also acquired a small 
stake in Uber in 2016. Last month it invested $1 billion in 
Grab Holdings, Southeast Asia’s top ride-sharing company.
  Honolulu is in the midst of a building boom. Car-sharing is 
viewed as a way to ease congestion, though results so far 
have been mixed.
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Seth Meyers

Urban Outfitters has a new 
payment program, so you can 
pay in installments later rather 

than in full, called Afterpay. 
Not to be confused with the 

program they have at Taco Bell, 
where you always  

pay for it later.

MONDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY


